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Discover Ketogenic Instant Pot Cookbook: 105 Easy, Delicious, and Healthy Ketogenic Instant

Pot Recipes Made Easy and FastHere You Will Find The Ideal Recipes That Make Your

Evenings So Much Easier!Today only, get this Kindle book.Read on your PC, Mac,

smartphone, tablet or Kindle device.Read for free on Kindle Unlimited AND get a FREE

BONUS e-book!This Recipe Book Is The #1 Things You Need To Make Healthy, Easy and

Delicious Meals!It's a common misconception that you'll be eating boring and bland food when

you're on a ketogenic diet. While simple foods are a staple, there's so many ways to add

variety back into your diet. From single serve portions to meals that will feed a whole family, we

make cooking keto as simple and easy as possible. Explore our recipes.Learn How To Make

These Easy RecipesPork in Roman stylePork "In Moscow"Pilaf from porkPotatoes with

meatStewBasturmaDo You Want To?Make Delicious Meals?Save your time? Don’t delay any

more seconds, Scroll Up, GRAB your copy TODAY and start cooking!



Ketogenic Instant Pot Cookbook:105 Easy, Delicious, and Healthy Ketogenic Instant Pot

Recipes Made Easy and Fast Teresa MooreCopyright 2018Your Free Gift I wanted to

show my appreciation that you support my work so I’ve put together a free gift for you. Just

visit the link above to download it now. I know you will love this gift. Thanks! Table of

Contents:IntroductionTwo rolls for the holidayPork steak in sweet and sour marinadeMeat

cooked in the ovenSausage home pork with chickenDumplings "Homemade"DymlyamaNests

in a multivarkCutlets in a delicious creamy sauceRice with meat in a potPotato soup of the

dayShaurma homeCutlets from the Bavarian chefEchpochmak "In Tatar"Meat,

multilayeredFern with pork "Firm"Thick tomato soupPork chops with soy marinadePork baked

in the sleeveAppetizing cutlets "Cordon Blues"Stewed cabbage with meat and ricePork with

potatoes in the sleevePork "Pineapple delight"Baked pork with fragrant potatoesHomemade

sausageTwo-in-one potsHomemade sausage with variationsBuckwheat with meatGarlic

soupPork in ancient ChineseBelarusian machine with pancakesMeat with vegetables in

ChineseMeat in JapanesePilaf in a double boilerCuban bitsNational Vietnamese dish

"Nam"Salad "My General"Hot "Pig in the spiderweb"Salad "Blooming cactus"EscalopeShish

kebab in mayonnaise from porkPork bellyShish kebab from pork on kefirPork "Grand"Meat of a

sandwichMeat "Tenderness"Spaghetti with porkMeat chops "Solomony"Pork

"Evening"JellyMeat "To the delight of guests"LagmanPork with prunesCutlets "Surprise"Salad

"Tigress"HanumaStewed pork in the sleeve in the instant potPork baked with tomatoes and

cheesePork "in French"Meat in FrenchPork with mushroomsBaked EskalopeStewed pork in

the sleeve in the instant potRoast pork with potatoes in saucePastor from turkey breastMy pilaf

with the secret of cookingPork baked with potatoesFast meat pie in a multivariateRoll "For

dinner"Baked meat in a universal marinadeLagmanPotato baskets with pork in white

sauceLazy cabbage rolls"Benderyki" meatBasturmaBigos in PolishOpen Meat PieChops in St.

PetersburgMeat in ArzamasqueCold boiled in the microwavePork stuffedGarlic rice with

chickenStewPilaf with porkMeat in AlbanianShish kebab in aerogrilBaked pork "Mayskaya" with

garlicMeat on skewersRagout of vegetables with meat"Fingers" of pork in a fast wayMeat in

ZaporozhyePork a la "Tandoori"Potatoes with meatFavorite steamed burgersPilaf from

porkSalad "The Joy of a Man"My husband's favorite meatPork "In Moscow"Pork "Hussar

ballad"Pork in Roman styleIntroductionIt's a common misconception that you'll be eating boring

and bland food when you're on a ketogenic diet. While simple foods are a staple, there's so

many ways to add variety back into your diet. From single serve portions to meals that will feed

a whole family, we make cooking keto as simple and easy as possible. Explore our recipes.Two

rolls for the holidayIngredients:Pork (flesh of the scapula or neck part) - 2 kgMinced meat

(mixed) - 250 gSausage (80 g, optional) - 2 piecesChampignons (output in finished form) - 300

gCheese is hard (I have Parmesan) - 3 tbsp.Onion green (3 + 3) - 6 tbsp.Parsley (2 + 2) - 4

tbsp.Egg white - 1 pc.Salt (to taste) Preparation:First, you need to prepare the meat, which is

bought in a whole piece. With a sharp knife, make an incision of approximately 1 cm in

thickness. And, gradually pruning, we start to open the meat. The result is such a layer. Cut it

into two parts. Each part is slightly repulsed to level the layer and smooth out the rough spots.

Salt and pepper. Filling 1: Roll with mushrooms.Mix the prepared mushrooms with green

onions 3 tbsp. l., Protein, parsley 2 tbsp. l. and cheese. If necessary, slightly add salt and

pepper. Fill the filling over the whole surface of the meat, slightly receding from the edges.

Gently twist the roll with the inside of the side. Rolls with such "loose fillings" I "pack" into a

special net for meat. I do not know where it can be bought from us, but it is something similar to



a medical bandage locking, except that I have no idea whether it is possible to bake it! How to

put roll in a grid? for this I use a 1.5 liter plastic bottle of water. I cut off the bottom and carefully

put meat into the cavity of the bottle, oiled with oil. Then gradually from the side of the bottle

neck pull the net. When the bottle is completely in the net from the bottom, I tie the knot. I pull

the neck of the bottle and the meat jumps into the net. Trim the extra mesh and tie the second

edge to the knot. That's what happened. Filling 2. Pressed roll.Prepare forcemeat, mix it with

green onions 3 tbsp. l., 1 clove of garlic, passed through a press, parsley 2 tbsp. l. Salt and

pepper.Place a groove in the center of the flattened meat and press the sausages. Twist the

roll with the inside of the side. You can pin the roll with special pins for meat, you can use

toothpicks, you can bandage with twine. That's how I got two rolls. It is possible to freeze them

at this stage, coated vegetable oil odorless, wrapped in parchment and placed in a bag or a

food container with a lid, which is used for freezing - it is drawn snowflake. Place the rolls in the

freezer.Shelf life is up to 30 days. Before defrosting, unfreeze on the middle shelf of the

refrigerator. Cover the baking sheet with baking paper and grease with oil.Bake in warmed up

to 190-200 "From the oven, turning and pouring out the juice with time and time, depending on

your oven, the thickness of the beaten meat and its quality (fatness and age of the animal), it

took me about 90 minutes. , piercing it in the thickest part with a knife and lightly pressing down

in this place.The flowing juice should be absolutely transparent. With a roll of mushrooms,

remove the mesh so that it does not stick. Close the rolls at room temperature.Roulette with

minced meat should be placed for 5-6 hours under the yoke to make a pressed roll. Finished

rolls to grease the baked sauce and baked in baking parchment, placed in a container with a

lid or food bags. Shelf life is not more than two weeks. Defrost on the middle shelf of the

refrigerator.Pork steak in sweet and sour marinadeIngredients:

Pork with potatoes in the sleevePork "Pineapple delight"Baked pork with fragrant

potatoesHomemade sausageTwo-in-one potsHomemade sausage with variationsBuckwheat

with meatGarlic soupPork in ancient ChineseBelarusian machine with pancakesMeat with

vegetables in ChineseMeat in JapanesePilaf in a double boilerCuban bitsNational Vietnamese

dish "Nam"Salad "My General"Hot "Pig in the spiderweb"Salad "Blooming

cactus"EscalopeShish kebab in mayonnaise from porkPork bellyShish kebab from pork on

kefirPork "Grand"Meat of a sandwichMeat "Tenderness"Spaghetti with porkMeat chops

"Solomony"Pork "Evening"JellyMeat "To the delight of guests"LagmanPork with prunesCutlets

"Surprise"Salad "Tigress"HanumaStewed pork in the sleeve in the instant potPork baked with

tomatoes and cheesePork "in French"Meat in FrenchPork with mushroomsBaked

EskalopeStewed pork in the sleeve in the instant potRoast pork with potatoes in saucePastor

from turkey breastMy pilaf with the secret of cookingPork baked with potatoesFast meat pie in

a multivariateRoll "For dinner"Baked meat in a universal marinadeLagmanPotato baskets with

pork in white sauceLazy cabbage rolls"Benderyki" meatBasturmaBigos in PolishOpen Meat

PieChops in St. PetersburgMeat in ArzamasqueCold boiled in the microwavePork stuffedGarlic

rice with chickenStewPilaf with porkMeat in AlbanianShish kebab in aerogrilBaked pork

"Mayskaya" with garlicMeat on skewersRagout of vegetables with meat"Fingers" of pork in a

fast wayMeat in ZaporozhyePork a la "Tandoori"Potatoes with meatFavorite steamed

burgersPilaf from porkSalad "The Joy of a Man"My husband's favorite meatPork "In

Moscow"Pork "Hussar ballad"Pork in Roman styleIntroductionIt's a common misconception

that you'll be eating boring and bland food when you're on a ketogenic diet. While simple foods

are a staple, there's so many ways to add variety back into your diet. From single serve

portions to meals that will feed a whole family, we make cooking keto as simple and easy as



possible. Explore our recipes.Two rolls for the holidayIngredients:Pork (flesh of the scapula or

neck part) - 2 kgMinced meat (mixed) - 250 gSausage (80 g, optional) - 2 piecesChampignons

(output in finished form) - 300 gCheese is hard (I have Parmesan) - 3 tbsp.Onion green (3 + 3)

- 6 tbsp.Parsley (2 + 2) - 4 tbsp.Egg white - 1 pc.Salt (to taste) Preparation:First, you need to

prepare the meat, which is bought in a whole piece. With a sharp knife, make an incision of

approximately 1 cm in thickness. And, gradually pruning, we start to open the meat. The result

is such a layer. Cut it into two parts. Each part is slightly repulsed to level the layer and smooth

out the rough spots. Salt and pepper. Filling 1: Roll with mushrooms.Mix the prepared

mushrooms with green onions 3 tbsp. l., Protein, parsley 2 tbsp. l. and cheese. If necessary,

slightly add salt and pepper. Fill the filling over the whole surface of the meat, slightly receding

from the edges. Gently twist the roll with the inside of the side. Rolls with such "loose fillings" I

"pack" into a special net for meat. I do not know where it can be bought from us, but it is

something similar to a medical bandage locking, except that I have no idea whether it is

possible to bake it! How to put roll in a grid? for this I use a 1.5 liter plastic bottle of water. I cut

off the bottom and carefully put meat into the cavity of the bottle, oiled with oil. Then gradually

from the side of the bottle neck pull the net. When the bottle is completely in the net from the

bottom, I tie the knot. I pull the neck of the bottle and the meat jumps into the net. Trim the

extra mesh and tie the second edge to the knot. That's what happened. Filling 2. Pressed

roll.Prepare forcemeat, mix it with green onions 3 tbsp. l., 1 clove of garlic, passed through a

press, parsley 2 tbsp. l. Salt and pepper.Place a groove in the center of the flattened meat and

press the sausages. Twist the roll with the inside of the side. You can pin the roll with special

pins for meat, you can use toothpicks, you can bandage with twine. That's how I got two rolls. It

is possible to freeze them at this stage, coated vegetable oil odorless, wrapped in parchment

and placed in a bag or a food container with a lid, which is used for freezing - it is drawn

snowflake. Place the rolls in the freezer.Shelf life is up to 30 days. Before defrosting, unfreeze

on the middle shelf of the refrigerator. Cover the baking sheet with baking paper and grease

with oil.Bake in warmed up to 190-200 "From the oven, turning and pouring out the juice with

time and time, depending on your oven, the thickness of the beaten meat and its quality

(fatness and age of the animal), it took me about 90 minutes. , piercing it in the thickest part

with a knife and lightly pressing down in this place.The flowing juice should be absolutely

transparent. With a roll of mushrooms, remove the mesh so that it does not stick. Close the

rolls at room temperature.Roulette with minced meat should be placed for 5-6 hours under the

yoke to make a pressed roll. Finished rolls to grease the baked sauce and baked in baking

parchment, placed in a container with a lid or food bags. Shelf life is not more than two weeks.

Defrost on the middle shelf of the refrigerator.Pork steak in sweet and sour

marinadeIngredients:

Cold boiled in the microwavePork stuffedGarlic rice with chickenStewPilaf with porkMeat in

AlbanianShish kebab in aerogrilBaked pork "Mayskaya" with garlicMeat on skewersRagout of

vegetables with meat"Fingers" of pork in a fast wayMeat in ZaporozhyePork a la

"Tandoori"Potatoes with meatFavorite steamed burgersPilaf from porkSalad "The Joy of a

Man"My husband's favorite meatPork "In Moscow"Pork "Hussar ballad"Pork in Roman

styleIntroductionIt's a common misconception that you'll be eating boring and bland food when

you're on a ketogenic diet. While simple foods are a staple, there's so many ways to add

variety back into your diet. From single serve portions to meals that will feed a whole family, we

make cooking keto as simple and easy as possible. Explore our recipes.Two rolls for the

holidayIngredients:Pork (flesh of the scapula or neck part) - 2 kgMinced meat (mixed) - 250



gSausage (80 g, optional) - 2 piecesChampignons (output in finished form) - 300 gCheese is

hard (I have Parmesan) - 3 tbsp.Onion green (3 + 3) - 6 tbsp.Parsley (2 + 2) - 4 tbsp.Egg white

- 1 pc.Salt (to taste) Preparation:First, you need to prepare the meat, which is bought in a

whole piece. With a sharp knife, make an incision of approximately 1 cm in thickness. And,

gradually pruning, we start to open the meat. The result is such a layer. Cut it into two parts.

Each part is slightly repulsed to level the layer and smooth out the rough spots. Salt and

pepper. Filling 1: Roll with mushrooms.Mix the prepared mushrooms with green onions 3 tbsp.

l., Protein, parsley 2 tbsp. l. and cheese. If necessary, slightly add salt and pepper. Fill the filling

over the whole surface of the meat, slightly receding from the edges. Gently twist the roll with

the inside of the side. Rolls with such "loose fillings" I "pack" into a special net for meat. I do not

know where it can be bought from us, but it is something similar to a medical bandage locking,

except that I have no idea whether it is possible to bake it! How to put roll in a grid? for this I

use a 1.5 liter plastic bottle of water. I cut off the bottom and carefully put meat into the cavity of

the bottle, oiled with oil. Then gradually from the side of the bottle neck pull the net. When the

bottle is completely in the net from the bottom, I tie the knot. I pull the neck of the bottle and the

meat jumps into the net. Trim the extra mesh and tie the second edge to the knot. That's what

happened. Filling 2. Pressed roll.Prepare forcemeat, mix it with green onions 3 tbsp. l., 1 clove

of garlic, passed through a press, parsley 2 tbsp. l. Salt and pepper.Place a groove in the

center of the flattened meat and press the sausages. Twist the roll with the inside of the side.

You can pin the roll with special pins for meat, you can use toothpicks, you can bandage with

twine. That's how I got two rolls. It is possible to freeze them at this stage, coated vegetable oil

odorless, wrapped in parchment and placed in a bag or a food container with a lid, which is

used for freezing - it is drawn snowflake. Place the rolls in the freezer.Shelf life is up to 30 days.

Before defrosting, unfreeze on the middle shelf of the refrigerator. Cover the baking sheet with

baking paper and grease with oil.Bake in warmed up to 190-200 "From the oven, turning and

pouring out the juice with time and time, depending on your oven, the thickness of the beaten

meat and its quality (fatness and age of the animal), it took me about 90 minutes. , piercing it in

the thickest part with a knife and lightly pressing down in this place.The flowing juice should be

absolutely transparent. With a roll of mushrooms, remove the mesh so that it does not stick.

Close the rolls at room temperature.Roulette with minced meat should be placed for 5-6 hours

under the yoke to make a pressed roll. Finished rolls to grease the baked sauce and baked in

baking parchment, placed in a container with a lid or food bags. Shelf life is not more than two

weeks. Defrost on the middle shelf of the refrigerator.Pork steak in sweet and sour

marinadeIngredients:Pork (steak) - 1 kgOrange juice (from 1 orange to marinade) - 1

pieceHoney (liquid in marinade) - 2 tbsp.Soy sauce (in marinade) - 2 tbsp.Mustard (usual in

marinade 1 tbsp. + French in marinade 1 tbsp.)Onion (medium, we need juice in the pickle) - 1

pcGarlic (in marinade, finely chopped) - 3 clovesOlive oil (in marinade) - 2 tbsp.Salt (to taste, if

not enough in the marinade)Black pepper (pinch in marinade)Spices (your favorite, to taste in

the marinade) Preparation:MARINAD: Orange juice, honey, soy sauce, mustard, garlic, olive

oil, salt, bitter pepper, your favorite spices are combined in a bowl.Onion or finely crumb and

squeeze juice through the gauze, or through a blender and add all the gruel with juice to the

marinade. Mix everything, warm the marinade either in a microwave oven or in a water bath.

Steaks are added to the bowl in layers and watered with marinade each layer. Marinuem at

least an hour 3 in the cold. Then fry for 2-3 minutes on each side. The cooking time depends

on the thickness of the steaks, this time I cooked for 1.5 minutes on each side.Meat cooked in

the ovenIngredients:Pork (approximately 700-800 gr) - 1 kgOnion (large) - 2 pcs.Potatoes

(medium) - 5-6 piecesSpices (salt, black pepper)Water - 100 ml Preparation:Cut a piece of



pork meat from the side of the skin, salt with a large salt, pepper to taste. 2 large onions cut in

half, put in a mold, put meat on top.Around the meat in the mold to put a medium-sized raw

potatoes or apples (like what). Pour a little water. Put in the oven at 200 * C for 50-60

minutes.Sausage home pork with chickenIngredients:Pork (lean) - 1.5 kgThigh Chicken - 1.5

kgSalt (+ 40 g of nitrite salt) - 20 gSugar - 0.5 tsp.Walnut Muscat - 0.5 tsp.White pepper - 0.5

tsp.Pepper fragrant - 1/4 tsp.Red hot pepper (At the tip of the knife)Garlic - 2

cloves Preparation:Pork to pass through a meat grinder with a grate of 4 mm. Chicken meat is

separated from bones, skins and cut about 1 to 1 cm. Mix the meat. Add the garlic through the

press. All the spices are mixed in a dry bowl, add to the stuffing and mix well until the

consistency of the sticky stuffing. Protein shell soak in cold water for 10 minutes. Fill the shell

tightly forcemeat. If the air remains in the loaf, you can make punctures, but no more than 3-4-

eh. Tie up the ends with a rope. Remove the sausage in the fridge for the night.Then put the

sausage on the grate, into one of the loaves, insert the temperature sensor. Set the

temperature of the oven 35 C, cook the sausage for 2 hours, then increase the temperature to

55 C. Cook another 2 hours. Then increase to 80 C and cook until the temperature in the

middle of the loaf is 69 C. Then sausage cool under cold water for 20-30 minutes and hang out

in a cool, ventilated room for 12 hours. Then put in the refrigerator.Dumplings

"Homemade"Ingredients:Wheat Flour / Flour - 1 kgEgg of chicken - 4 piecesVegetable oil - 2

tbsp.Water (cold) - 1,5 glassesMilk (cold) - 0,5 glassesSalt (to taste)Pork (ham, with fat) - 600

gBeef (pulp) - 400 gOnion (medium) - 4 pcs.Garlic - 2-3Cream (20%) - 200 ml Preparation:Sift

flour with salt, make a groove in the hill, break eggs into it, mix the dough, gradually adding the

rest of the liquid. The dough should turn out to be elastic, plastic and do not stick to your

hands. Before stamping, leave the dough for an hour and a half to stand, wrapping it in a wet

napkin. The meat is scrolled 2 times, for the second time in the minced meat add onion, garlic.

Then add salt, pepper from the heart. Then start kneading, gradually adding cream. Stir

forcemeat until smooth, so that there are no lumps. To make dumplings. The dough is rolled out

in a thin layer, a glass with thin edges or by hand cut circles, in the middle put a meat filling - a

full coffee or incomplete teaspoon. The edges of the blind .. If you are afraid that they are badly

blind, cover the edges with an egg. Although usually nothing falls apart. Ready-made

dumplings are folded on a floured board and sent to the freezer (they say, this affects their

taste after cooking).After freezing, the dumplings are boiled in salted water with the addition of

bay leaf. From this volume of products, about 150 fairly large dumplings are

obtained.DymlyamaIngredients:Pork - 2 kgOnion (medium) - 8 pcs.Potatoes - 8 pcs.Carrots - 5

piecesTomato - 6 piecesBulgarian pepper - 3 piecesGarlic - 1 clovesWhite cabbage / Cabbage

- 1 forkGreenery Preparation:1. Cut the onions and put the first layer in the cauldron2. The

second layer of meat cut into good pieces, it should be, after you put it in the cauldron, add salt

and season with zira, and if there is a seasoning for pork in general it will be good3. Carrot with

large slices and chop and garlic4. Cut the potatoes and the fourth layer into the cauldron.5.

Sliced  � �tomatoes and Bulgarian peppers like in my photo, too, to put it.6. The next layer of

cabbage, it must be topped with salt.7. Well, the last is green.Nests in a

multivarkIngredients:Minced meat - 300 gOnion (for minced meat) - 1 pcBlack pepper

(ground)Egg chicken (for minced meat) - 1 pcSaltPasta / Macaroni ("nests") - 8 pcs.Cheese

hard - 100 gWater Preparation:Twist the meat (I have pork), onions, add salt, pepper, egg. Mix

everything. Prepare the nests. Jacks lay on the bottom of the instant pot and fill them with

minced meat. Pour cold water to the top of the nests. Salt water to taste. Close the instant pot

cover and turn on the "Pilaf" mode. After the signal, sprinkle the nests with grated cheese. After

2 minutes, the dish is ready.Cutlets in a delicious creamy sauceIngredients:Minced meat (pork



+ beef) - 400 gCabbage Peking - 100 gEgg of chicken - 1 pieceOnion - 1 pc.SaltSpiceCheese

soft (100 grams) - 3 pack.Milk - 0.5 glassGarlic - 2 clovesRice (ready-made) - 2

tbsp.Breadcrumbs / Breadcrumbs Preparation:You can use ready-made stuffing or cook

yourself. I had a piece of beef and a piece of pork (scroll through a meat grinder), add a couple

of slices of bun, soaked in milk. Peking cabbage (can be replaced with white cabbage) and

chop the onions with a blender or as a meat grinder.Beat minced 1 egg, add rice, salt, spices,

mix everything thoroughly. From the stuffing to form small cutlets, wrap in breadcrumbs, fry in

vegetable oil on the one hand, turn over, add a little water and cover with a lid, put out on a

small fire. When the water evaporates, open the lid and fry the other side.Sauce: Milk, soft

cheese, garlic mixed until smooth, I used a submersible blender. Cutlets pour sauce and send

to a hot oven for 10-15 minutes.Rice with meat in a potIngredients:Rice (for one pot, but they

are large) - 3/4 glassesPork - 300 gCarrots (medium) - 2 pcs.Onion (medium) - 2

pcs.SpiceSalt Preparation:Rinse the rice. Onions, carrot chopped. Meat cut into cubes, lightly

fry in vegetable oil for 8-10 minutes, add carrots and onions and put out together 5-7 minutes,

add spices, salt.All this mass is divided in half. At the bottom of the pots add a little oil. One

part equally divided into pots. All the rice is also decomposed. And spread the second part of

the meat fry over the rice. Keep in mind that the croup will increase in volume, and therefore all

the contents of the pot should not be more than half its volume. Then pour hot boiling water to

cover the contents of 2 -3 cm and send the pots to the preheated oven for about 30 -40

minutes. at t = 180-200 * C.If in your oven for this time the porridge is not yet prepared, and the

water quickly boiled, then add a little bit of hot water and take another 3-5 minutes.Potato soup

of the dayIngredients:Pork - 700 gPotatoes (medium) - 15 pcs.Onion - 1 pc.Lecho (to

taste)Tomato pasteSaltGarlicGreeneryVegetable oilCarrots - 1 pc Preparation:In the hot oil fry

small pieces of meat and put out a little.Add chopped onions, carrots, lecho, garlic. Season and

season to taste. When everything is beautifully fried, add the tomato paste.Pour boiling water,

reduce heat, boil until soft meat. Then peel the cleaned potatoes into small pieces. And add to

the meat with vegetables. Add boiling water to cover the potatoes and bring them to

readiness.Shaurma homeIngredients:SteakPork - 400 gSeasoningShaurmaPotatoes - 2

pcs.Tomato - 3 piecesCucumber - 2 piecesYoghurt - 200 gGarlic - 4 clovesSalt - 0.5 tsp.Black

pepper - 0,5 tsp.Lemon juice - 3 tbsp.Vegetable oilLavash - 4 pcs
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Dave Huss, “It looks awesome......... It looks awesome! I don't realize what to make first! Be

that as it may, I know I won't need to search for dinner thoughts anyplace else for a spell!

Things being what they are, perhaps I'll begin with a pastry formula in here! Goodness! Yum!”

The book by Chef Maggie Chow has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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